Jackson: big rally last night, King, Henry, Dave Dennis and Al Lowenstein spoke. Lois Chaffe, CORE worker, arrested for illegal parking—paid fine, got out

Selma: nothing much happening—sent car of people on to Jackson last night for mock election

Danville: no answer

Jackson—Oscar Chase arrested while trying to integrate Jackson Auditorium to hear performance of Royal Philharmonic (London) "both arrested for breach of the peace in jail but bond hasn’t been set. Protests made to Br. embassy and state dept. Nicholas Beenenquest, 23, English exchange student at Yale (grad. of Cambridge)—Robert Maxwemville, about 20, Memphis, senior at Tougaloo, Negro.

Greenville
John will be talking at mass meeting in Greenville on Sunday night—then on to Jackson—be in Atlanta early Tuesday
Greenville vote-mobiles are about to go out.

Danville: nothing happening

Fine Bluff: working on campaign

Knoxville: no answer

Gadsden: Pat McElhenny
nothing much happening—Eric Rainey is now checking to see if people still in jail—Pat thinks they are.

Jackson: Bruce Payne and George Greene shot at coming out of Natchez—(Bruce, Oakland, 21 year old U. of Calif. grad., now studying Pol. Sci. at Yale—forced out of Freedom vote mobile in Natchez and beaten by four men. He and the two other get out the freedom vote workers were followed by the four men from Natchez forty miles away where they had been setting up the polling places for the vote which takes place Nov. 2, 3, 4. Payne a nd the other two workers were warned to stay out of Natchez. George Greene a 20 yr. old SNCC worker from Greenwood was driving a vote mobile from Natchez to Fayette the ballot takes place Nov. 2, 3, 4. Thirty miles out of Natchez Greene realized they were being followed by two of the four men who beat Bruce the day before. During the 25 incising minutes Greene tried to evade or loose the pursuing car by turning around and outracing them, but the top speed of 105 mi. p h of the 63 Chevy was no match for the 64 Impala driven by the two pursuers. Finally the workers were forced off the road against a bridge and one of the men walked up to Greene, pulled out a pistol and told him to get out. Greene, whose door was locked and window rolled up, shifted into low, swerved shapply and escaped back onto the highway. As the car left, the assailants shot three times at the left rear tire, hoping, it is believed, to disable the vehicle so the two workers could be forced into the Impala and taken somewhere more isolated than the highway.

cont’d (I have next—no.)
going thru three red lights, crossing double lights and driving in
oncoming traffic lanes. Finally he managed to get three cars ahead
of the Impala and u-turn ed out of sight on to a back road where the
tire was changed. Payne and Greene then proceeded to Jackson to report
the incident to the highway patrol, Justice D. and press. Payne
stated that what all that saved the two workers was Greene’s excellent
driving.

Belsoni: Billi

Police in Tupelo made deal with Negro business men not to have
polling places. If they wouldn’t harass and arrest workers
coming in— if we didn’t have polling places.

Norton: CORE workers kicked out of Norton, Miss. --

Yesterday
Hugh Smith, Stanford student, shot a 9 in Tate, Miss. — shots over the
car — he went to take Negroes to area to canvas and left them.
Went back to pick them up — went into market place and car was shot
cover.